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A Question About The Bach Remedies Being Beneficial In Helping One’s Crystal 

 

Last week I brought a large amethyst geode to you. You said it is traumatized because it was 

broken off the mother crystal, and for me to wrap it in a cloth and keep it separate for around 

three to six months while it recuperated. I have it wrapped in a soft purple cloth. What I am 

doing is I am rubbing some rescue remedies from the Bach Remedies on it. And I would like to 

know, is that beneficial to the spirit of the crystal and will that accelerate the healing process? 

 

It is most beneficial. It will not accelerate. It will simply be of very good benefit. These remedies, 

these Bach Remedies as they are called, are most beneficial for certain energy forms at certain 

times. And we endorse them, and we have said this before. And, yes, they can be used with this 

crystal. And be careful of the amount. It does not need to be done frequently, perhaps once 

every other to every third day. 

 

The Shift Of The Axis ~ The Invisible Poles ~ Weather Patterns ~ People’s Awareness 

 

I am reading a book called Pole Shift by John White, and I have not gotten through the whole 

thing, but would you discuss the physical trigger mechanism that will cause The Shift? 

 

Oh, I am always amused! ☺ ☺ How many will be in the shelters? And what are the exact 

dimensions of this, that and the other thing? What will be the exactness of the pole shift? We will 

say this to you, about it, that the earth, Planet Earth, is on a, what is an invisible pole. It is a 

balance. The earth is balanced energywise, as are all energy forms. And when it is indicated that 

the pole is ~ this is a reference to its duality, the earth's duality, that being, as it is called, cold 

and that being hot ~ and of course, as everyone knows now, this Planet Earth is becoming out of 

balance.  

 

It has maintained its balance until approximately one hundred fifty earth plane years ago, at 

which time it began ever so slowly to move back and forth, thus creating these weather changes 

that are accelerated now. Now, in terms of the dimensions, your scientists have rather interesting 

perspectives on what Planet Earth is actually about without even knowing, without being at the 

Soul Level of the planet. 

 

And simply what is going to happen is that now, as we are speaking with you, the earth moves 

back and forth, and it is beginning to move more and more rapidly. In the past it has moved 

very ~ ever so slightly very slowly from one side to the other, thus creating a fluffing up as you 

might call it. Now. It moves now more and more rapidly, this back and forth, back and forth, 

almost like you would think of a child's swing that gains greater momentum as it moves back and 

forth. And eventually if the child's swing continues, it can go flip over. This is what is going to 

happen with the Planet Earth. And eventually it will simply flip. And in doing so, that flip will 

shake everything. And that which was cold will be hot.  
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Dimensions of ~ are not really necessary to know. Information that you read is very beneficial 

for you for the stirring of soul memories. For there will be in the building of the shelters a 

correlation with certain structures within the shelter, to that of what is called the pole. When the 

time is to begin for this building of the particular structures within the shelter which you will be 

very involved with, we will give to you certain types of technical information. 

 

So, when they talk about the mass of the ice and the wobble of the spin axis throwing off the 

orbit, it is just speculation? 

 

The ice that is referred to is a part of this cleansing. It is a very strong manifestation visibly of 

what is an invisible occurrence. And that, yes, the ice has served in many times past in cleansings 

to be the trigger mechanism at the physical level for the planet to do its final flip. The ice, along 

with so many other issues here, are what are creating this moving back and forth. 

 

As The Shifting motion increases over the next few years, will it be general knowledge? Will 

people be aware that it is shifting? And will there be havoc or chaos? 

 

There will not be as you would call it, chaos, until the actual flip. In the ensuing time now, there 

will be those who will, of course, deny, for they will hear only what they would want to hear. 

And this would include all of the scientists. They are all now trying to give logical reasons for the 

very changing weather patterns and find it to be curious that this part of the planet has not had 

what you would normally have as winter, as it is called.  

 

Those who are aware of The Shift will, of course, not panic, for it will be known at the spiritual. 

The others will not know to panic, for they will deny that it is actually occurring. And it will not 

be until that moment when the flip occurs that there will be belief. And then for many, of course, 

those who have not believed or who have denied, it was all part of the scheme of things that 

they would not be vibrationally attuned, and therefore they would leave anyway. So, for many, 

denial is simply a part of what would happen. It is not for anyone to be concerned that there will 

be much denial, even though the forces of those who believe increase, and therefore would give 

more public information about The Shift. 

 

There will continue to be a strong denial as there always is in those things that are considered 

spooks talking about this. It is not ~ we see no scientific evidence for it. These are the discussions 

that will, of course, continue and accelerate as those of the darkness work their plan to get to the 

energies to deny that which is coming. 

 

A Discussion Of The Shift And The Doomsayers 

 

Sociologists are saying that during the next ten years there is going to be tremendous over 

population and over-extension of the earth's resources. Can you comment on any of the things 

they are predicting to happen? It seems to be a feeling of hopelessness. 
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This is the darkness speaking, my dear. This is the darkness, those who would talk of 

hopelessness, those who would discuss the next ten years, and to project into beyond the ten 

years, without the indication of a change in approximately ten years. There is nothing to be 

concerned about here. Those doomsayers are those of the darkness, for they are not 

understanding, many of them, what is about to occur, and, therefore, there is no reason to be 

pessimistic. 

 

And at the same time, there are many who are very, very consciously the Sons of Darkness and 

deliberately spew out this information in an attempt to frighten. This is how the darkness works. 

This is their method. It is what they rely upon ~ to frighten. And you must at all times send out 

love to all of those who are of the dark. And do not pay any attention to all of these predictions 

that do not coincide with that which is talked about regarding The Shift. 

 

I find myself encountering these types of discussions quite frequently. I want to speak up, and I 

really must get a control on myself to be quiet and be patient. 

 

Yes. Well, you are learning, as so many others of you will learn over time, to know when to 

speak and when not to speak, and when simply to recognize that your words would not be 

accepted, but however, the sending of the love would be the alternative, and to simply not 

speak, for it would cause antagonism and in some cases you would be falling right into the plans 

of the darkness, for it would create great disruption.  

 

You will all know this, as you go from experience to experience. And we have said before that, 

do not chastise yourselves if you find that you have spoken and it was not well received and 

afterwards you say, "I wish I had not done that." This is fine. You must take each of these 

experiences, as we have said, and learn from them to develop a pattern of your own in 

understanding what has been done by yourself in responding to certain entities. 

 

You will find patterns in the lives of entities who will come into your vibration, for your soul 

seeks certain types of entities and certain types of energy forms from which to learn. It is not at 

all haphazard. So, look closely at those who come into your vibration as tests, and that there is 

indeed a pattern, and that those who come into your vibration will be different in their patterns 

from those who would come into other energies. 

 

Waith Discusses A Meteorite Fragment Handed To Him For Comment 

 

This is a meteorite fragment. Maybe you could make some comment on its variegated 

appearance. 

 

This is from a body that is part of the earth plane. It is from a physical body that is not known by 

your scientists. And it has traveled a great distance, but in a very short period of time, for it has 

the ability to do this. And it is simply here visiting. 
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Will I find that it will disappear eventually? 

 

Yes. It will return. It is here just to gain information. 

 

I have two fragments. Do both of them pertain to the same? 

 

They are from the same. They came together. 

 

You said it is from the earth plane. So, it is from the physical manifestation? 

 

It is not from the Planet Earth. It is from a physical body that is a part of the total earth plane 

experience, as we have described briefly before, that the earth plane is composed of many, many 

planets, and that Planet Earth being one of them. It is the most central, which is the reason it is 

called earth plane. But these come from other bodies, the physical bodies of various types of 

composition. 

 

Did these planets explode, or fragment themselves? 

 

No. No. No. These particular ones do not explode. They simply allow parts of their structure to 

leave and visit. And return. 


